TIME STANDARD

What is the process for the development of a Time Standard for a Job Code
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Where does it start?

- Arbitration and Rules Committee
- Car Repair Billing Committee
- Executive Director, Rules and Standards
- Development of New Job Codes
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How is the Time Standard Developed?

- **Time Standard Tag**
  - Discusses the process to perform the work
  - Decides on a location(s) to view and video the work
  - Reviews the process and the videos
  - Provides a copy of the video to AAR
  - Submits a write-up of the repair process to TTCI Director-Engineering Economics
  - Reviews the time standard developed using the Modapts program
  - Submits Time Standard to CRBC for review / approval and / or advance to ARB
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Who does the work?

- John Kieras (Union Tank Car) (Chairman)
- Tom Guins (AAR)
- Matt Hanburry (FEC)
- Pete McGinley (GE)
- Dave Myers (UP)
- Betty Pague (AAR)
- Harold Winters (CSX)